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PREFACE

This workbook is designed to provide general information on. fishing vessel
emergency equipment. It is distributed with the understanding that the
publishers and authors are not rendering medical service. If further
assistance is required, the services of a competent medical or other
professional person should be sought.

The workbook was prepared on the basis of the best information available in
1989. The information contained herein is true and accurate at the time of
printing. Although every effort is made to ensure the correctness of this
booklet, experimentation and research dictate that changes in procedures
and techniques be made periodically during the time this workbook is in
print. Accordingly, if any procedures or techniques included herein conflict
with information subsequently published by the author or organizations
involved, the most recent procedures should be followed. The author,
agencies involved, and publisher shall not be held liable in the event
someone is injured as a result of any action taken by the person or on his
behalf by another person as a result of the use or implementation of the
information in this booklet.
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Marine Survival Equipment and Maintenance: An Overview

This workbook can be used by itself or with an eleven-minute video tape on
emergency equipment for fishing vessels, The workbook is one of six that make
up the Fisheries Safety and Survival Series. The others are Sea Survival  A-2-
030!, Hypothermia  A-2-031!, Cold Water Near-Drou ning  A-2-032!, Shore
Survival  A-2-033!, and Frostbite and Other Cold Injuries  SG-ED-07!, For help
with using workbooks and the related videotapes in a classroom, a Facilitator's
Notebook  A-2-034! has also been prepared. The booklets and videos by the same
titles are available from the Marine Advisory Program, University of Alaska,
Carlton Trust Building, 2221 E. Northern Lights Blvd., Suite 110, Anchorage,
AK 99508-4140,  907! 272-9691.

Most fishermen have heard the statistics about the high accident rate in the
fishing industry: Commercial fishing is the most dangerous occupation in the
nation. It is seven times as dangerous as the average U.S. industry, and twice
as dangerous as mining, the next most dangerous industry, Because fishing is
such a dangerous occupation, the U.S. Congress passed the Commercial Fishing
Industry Vessel Safety Act of 1988.

This new law requires emergency equipment, and establishes other conditions
for the operation of commercial fishing vessels. At the time of this writing
�989!, the new law has not completed the lengthy process of implementation.
U~til the implementing regulations are drafted and undergo several reviews by
the public, it is only possible to say that life rafts, EPIRBs, exposure suits, and
fire extinguishers will be required on almost all commercial fishing vessels that
venture into salt water.

The purpose of this workbook is to help commercial fishermen with the process
of selecting, installing, using, and maintaining the emergency equipment for a
commercial fishing vessel. For more information on the details of the new
fishing safety laws, contact your nearest U.S, Coast Guard Marine Safety
Of6ce. Additional sources of information on emergency equipment are
recommended at the end of this workbook.

If you are studying this workbook and the related videotape in a group, your
group facilitatoi' will suggest ways for you to cover the materials. If you are
studying by yourself, we suggest that you read through the workbook, then
complete the questions at the end as a review. Regardless of your study
methods, you should keep this book for future use as a handy review.
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fishermen know they are in trouble long before they reach for the radio,
according to the few survivors of such incidents.

Mayday

When things are out of control and you need the help of others, the word
"mayday" tells everyone within hearing that you need help. But that's all it
does. You have to provide additional information, especially your location, if you
expect someone to help you in time. In the infamous St. Patrick incident off
Kodiak, Alaska, in which 10 of 12 people on board perished, other mariners
heard the St, Patrick's mayday over an extended period. But the person sending
the mayday never gave a position for the vessel, a name, or any other
information that might help rescuers.

Every person on board should know how to operate each of the vessel's radios,
how to determine the vessel's position, and how to give a mayday. The vessel's
radios should have an independent power source above the engine room, so that
you can maintain communications even in cases of flooding or 6re.

The following information should be provided in a mayday:

Vessel Name

Call Sign

Position

Nature of Problem

Number of People on Board

Your Emergency Equipment on Board

Vessel Description

The first three  name, call sign, and position! are most important. You want to
get them transmitted first, in case that is all the information you can send. The
other information is convenient because it gives your rescuers more information
to work with. You might get a little frustrated when the Coast Guard asks you a
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lot of seemingly useless questions during a time of trouble. But there is one
benefit that should never be overlooked: While you are on the radio talking,
they can get a good fix on your position.

EPIRB: %hen AH Else Fails

The EPIRB is one of the most important lifesaving systems for fishing vessels.
It is an acronym for Emergency Position Indicating Radio Beacon. For many
accidents at sea, the more quickly rescuers can find the victims, the more likely
they are to survive. If your equipment fails, or if an accident happens too
quickly for a mayday, an EPIRB is critically important. And when all of your
emergency gear works fine, an EPIRB can be helpful by cutting down the time
for rescuers to get to you. In the worst cases without maydays, an EPIRB might
be the only indication to the world that you are in trouble.

Effective August 1989, EPIRBs are required on all commercial fishing vessels,
tenders, and processing vessels operating beyond three miles offshore. Even for
boats that don't go beyond three miles offshore, EPIRBs are a good idea. In
addition, fishermen should consider individual EPIRBs for their survival suits.

How Does an EPIRB Work 

An EPIRB is a radio transmitter that sends a signal to indicate your position.
This signal can be picked up by satellites, airplanes or boats, depending upon
the type of EPIRB. The newest Category I or "406" EPIRBs can even tell search
and rescue satellites the name of the boat, the name, address and phone
number of the owner, and the home port of the vessel.

When you turn on your EPIRB you are transmitting a distress call. Accidentally
setting off your EPIRB will be interpreted as a call for help. It is important to
avoid. false alarms, because the people and aircraft devoted to tracking down a
false alarm might be needed simultaneously in a real emergency.

Are There Different Kinds of EPIRBs ~

There are several kinds of EPIRBs. Each serves a different purpose and is
suitable for a different application. Following is a brief description of the
various EPIRBs.
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Class A: These EPIRBs are designed to fioat free from a sinking fishing vessel.
They transmit a signal simultaneously on distress frequencies 121.5 Mhz and
243,0 Mhz, which are monitored not only by civilian and military aircraft, but
also by search and rescue satellites  SARSAT! maintained both by the United
States and the Soviet Union.

Class 8: These transmit on the same frequencies as a Class A, but do not float
and must be turned on manually. They are available in small sizes suitable for
inclusion with individual immersion suits or in life rafts.

Class C: They transmit an audible signal on VHF-FM Channel 16, as well as a
homing signal on Channel 15, They are intended for short range use of less than
20 miles.

Category 1: These EPIRBs are new to the United States, but are standard in
Europe. In addition to transmitting signals on 121.5 and 243,0 Mhz, they
transmit on a dedicated frequency of 406.0 Mhz, which is monitored by
satellites on a joint agreement with the United States, Soviet Union, France,
and Canada. Category 1 EPIRBs turn on automatically when they float free
from a vessel, plus they send out a coded signal. This signal is registered to a
particular vessel and can help distinguish between a mayday and. a false alarm
with a simple phone call to the registered owner.

How Do You Maintain an EPIRB?

Maintenance of an EPIRB requires that you change the batteries or have them
changed, depending upon the manufacturer, at prescribed intervals. Normal
shipboard precautions should be taken to prevent loss of the EPIRB or damage
to it.

Some EPIRBs have batteries included when they are purchased, while others
may not. Some are shipped with unattached batteries. All power sources should
be confirmed when KPIRBs are installed on a vessel.

Caution!

At this time Class B EPIRBs carry a Federal Communications Commission
"waterproof' designation and not a U.S. Coast Guard "waterproof' designation.
The standards of testing to determine "waterproof' are different for the two
agencies. The Coast Guard standards are much more stringent, and Class B
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EPIRBs passing FCC standards might not hold up in the usage envisioned by
the Coast Guard. We strongly recommend you contact the manufacturer of your
Class 8 EPIRB to determine if yours is really waterproof or merely
"splashproof' and not intended for immersion.

How Do You Use an EPIRBF

EPIRBs vary from manufacturer to manufacturer and they operate differently.
Look yours over carefully and read the instructions. Can you find the switch
and activate it in the dark? Can you do it with gloves on and while wearing a
survival suit? Does everyone on board know where the EPIRB is and how to
operate it?

Fire Extinguishers

Fires on vesse1s get out of control quickly and are devastating. Extinguishers
are too often used unsuccessfu11y on fires. It is easy to overlook both the
limitations and the efFectiveness of fire extinguishers, They can be the wrong
type for a particular fire, or they may be poorly maintained or inaccessible
during the critical first moments after a fire is discovered.

Using a Fire Extinguisher

It has been demonstrated that a person can rarely put out a small fire the first
time they use an extinguisher. Should it be dificult to use a fire extinguisher?
Not really, so long as it is the right kind of extinguisher, it is the right size, and
it is used properly.

The basic steps to fighting a fire are:

~ Determine the type and extent of the fire.

~ Rescue anyone trapped by the fire.

~ Confine the fire.

~ Extinguish the fire as quickly as possible.

~ Make sure it is out.
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Most people fighting their first fire are like a trophy big game hunter who sees
his first large animal. He is so overwhelmed by the horns that he shoots at the
horns rather than the heart of the animalI People trying to use fire
extinguishers usually "shoot at" the big part of the fire, rather than at the base
or heart of the fire.

To get the most effect fram a fire extinguisher, always shoot at the base of the
fire to separate the base of the flame from the fuel source. Move the
extinguisher quickly from side to side across the base of the flame. Hand-held
fire extinguishers last only a few seconds, so you get only one chance to do it
right.

Use the Right Extinguisher

Fires and fire extinguishers can be divided into four broad types, although
extinguishers are commonly encountered as combination-types.

~ Type A; Paper, wood, or fabric

~ Type B. 'Flammable liquids

~ Type C: Electrical

~ Type D: Combustible metals

Some extinguishers are more effectively used with water. Take caution,
however, because on certain types of fires water should never be used. Water
can be very effective for type A fires, but should not be used for type B and C
fires after extinguishers are used to suppress them. On the other hand, water
can be used to cool heated areas and prevent re-ignition.

Fires need three components to burn, often called the "fire triangle": fuel, heat,
and oxygen. Fire extinguishers work by removing one of these components or
breaking the chain reaction. Fire extinguishers, whether hand-held or fixed
systems, usually contain one of the following:

~ Water cools the fire, or deprives it of heat.

~ Dry chemical smothers the fire, depriving it of oxygen,

+ Carbon dioxide  CO2! smothers the fire.
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~ Halon smothers the fire and interferes with the chain reaction.

~ Foam smothers and cools the fire.

Methods of putting out a fire: �! Cooling with water, �! Smothering with foam. �! Removing the
oxygen with CO2. �! Breaking the chain reaction with dry chemical or Balan.

Hand-held extinguishers are also categorized by number, either roman
numerals  I, II, III, IV, or V!, or arabic numerals �, 2, 3, etc.! to indicate their
size. The right size for you will be determined by your budget and the amount of
room you have for storing the extinguishers. Extinguishers may seem like a lot
of expense, trouble, and inconvenience when you don't need them. But if you
find yourself serving as your own fire department, and the extinguishers are the
only thing between you and a ride in your life raft, you may wish you had more
fire-fighting equipment.

The type of extinguisher you select will depend on how you want to use it,
where you store it, how quickly you need to operate it, and how much money
you have to spend.

Put Extinguishers in the Right Pl'ace

A fire extinguisher is of no use if you can't get to it when you need it. Fire
extinguishers should be placed in an accessible spot near each compartment
where fire is likely to occur. They should be kept in all compartments regularly
used by the crew, A very good rule of thumb for placing extinguishers is: one to
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fight your way in, and one to fight your way out. Place extinguishers by the
entrance and exit to each compartment, as w'ell as near fire sources such as
galley stove, electrical panels, and main and auxiliary engines.

In addition to hand-held extinguishers you shouM consider fixed systems using
C02 or Halon, especially for your engine room. These systems caii be very
simple or elaborate. Simple systems may be nothing more than a permanently
mounted bottle with a trigger outside the compartment. The more elaborate
systems are better, even if they are more expensive. They include:

~ Heat or smoke sensors to activate fire alarms.

~ Automatic activation in addition to manual triggers.

~ Delays between alarm and activation to allow personnel to escape confined
space.

~ Shut down switches for vents and engines  to prevent loss of extinguishing
agent from confined space and damage to engines from ingested extinguishing
agent!.

If the fire and the extinguishing agent aren't confined to a compartment, the
odds are very good you won't control the fire. Be sure that each compartment
can be quickly isolated and that the extinguishing agent can be confined. Also
be sure that all personnel are clear of enclosed spaces before fixed systems are
activated.

Make Sure Extingui8hers Work

All extinguishers should be recharged annually and after each use. In addition,
fishermen should regularly maintain their extinguishers,

With the exception of dry chemical extinguishers, maintenance will for the most
part consist of inspection. The weight of Halon and CO2 extinguishers is
marked on the container. Regularly heft the extinguishers and determine if
they weigh as much as they should. If they seem light, weigh them on a scale. If
they are too light, get them to an extinguisher service station right away.

For dry chemical extinguishers, you should be especially cautious about settling
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Fire Training

Yau should do more than sit in your rack or at the galley table and read about
fire fighting. To increase the chances for saving your vessel and crew from a
fire, training is essential, For untrained persons, the author recommends in the
strangest possible terms that you acquire training in fire fighting as soon as
possible. Large scale training is available in Alaska from the Alaska Vocational
Technical Center or in Seattle from the North Pacific Fishing Vessel Owners
Association  NPFVOA!. See the "Training" section in this booklet for addresses
and phone numbers.

In addition, you can arrange demanstratians in the use of hand-held
extinguishers at your local fire department. If yau cantact them ahead of time,
any fire department should be able to put on an excellent demonstration and
training session for a group af fishermen,

Fi re Prevention

It is always best to extinguish fires before they start. Do everything in your
power to prevent fires by understanding how they start and eliminating
conditions that can lead to fires. Be especially alert in the engine raom, in the
galley, around electrical systems, and near stateroom heaters,

Immersion Suits

Whether you call them "immersion suits," "survival suits," or "exposure suits,"
they are one of the most important pieces of survival equipment on. your boat.
They give yau the best chance of survival, should you be forced into the water,
and they provide additional insulation shauld you have to spend time in a life
raft, Immersion suits are required on Alaska commercial fishing boats under
the terms of the Commercial Fishing Industry Vessel Safety Act of 1988,
Immersion suits should be carefully selected, they should be properly
maintained and stowed, and you should drill with them regularly.

Is an Immersion Suit a Personal Flotation Device?

If an immersion suit is marked with a Coast Guard approval number beginning
with "160.07V" and it is equipped with a Coast Guard approved personal
flotation device  PFD!, light, and retro-reflective tape, it can be substituted for a
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Type I, II, or III PFD on board a fishing vessel. Each immersion suit should also
be equipped with a "flotation ring," "piHow�" or "bladder" designed to provide
additional flotation in rough water. The suit should be stowed in a safe location
to prevent loss overboard or theR, yet it should be easily accessible from any
location on board the boat.

How Do I Take Care of an Immersion Suit?

Regular maintenance and careful storage are the key to long life and good
performance for an immersion suit. It should be maintained at least once a year,
but more often is better. It should also be maintained immediately after each
use, and once again about a month later to assure all salt has been removed.

To maintain a suit:

1. Remove it from the bag and inspect all zippers for corrosion and proper
operation at least once every three months.

2. If the suit has been used, rinse it inside and out to remove salt. If it was used
near any source of oil  in a boat harbor, etc.!, the suit should be washed with a
miM soap such as Ivory or Dove, then rinsed.

3. Dry the suit inside and out.

4, Inspect all seams for leaks or wear.

5. Treat all zippers with paragon or the lubricant provided by the
manufacturer. Never use petroleum products such as Vaseline or grease!

6. Inspect the inflation tube on the flotation bladder and make sure it is secure,

7. Fold the suit in such a way that permanent creases don't develop, and return
it to its storage bag.

8, Stow the suit away from sources of heat, and protect it from direct light or
physical damage.

How Do I Use an Immersion Suit?

You should be able to put on your immersion suit in one minute. Put it on over
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your clothing, even over your shoes if there is room. If you can't put the suit on
over your shoes, take your shoes off and put them into the suit before you close
it up. Immersion suits should be put on in an emergency before the last minute.
If you still have work to do after the start of the emergency, put your suit on but
pull it up to your armpits and knot the arms of the suit around your waist. That
way you will have it with you if the boat should suddenly capsize or sink.

Do not inflate your flotation ring or bladder until you are outside the vessel.
You don't want to take a chance on the extra buoyancy helping to trap you
below decks, should the vessel sink or capsize quickly while you are working to
save it.

There are specialized techniques for folding suits, putting them on, entering the
water, and helping other people with their suits. The best way to learn about
these is to attend a class, watch a survival suit race, or watch one of the many
video tapes on safety. For more information on using immersion suits, contact
the Alaska Marine Safety Education Association  AMSEA! or the Sea Grant
Marine Advisory Program  MAP! of the University of Alaska. See section on
"Training" in this booklet for addresses and phone numbers.

Putting on an immersion suit. A sharp jerk on the carrying sack ej ects the suit. Leave plenty of
clothes on. Put the hood over your head before you zip. To avoid problems zipping the suit, arch
your back to remove wri nkles i n the fabric. Secure the face closure before entering the toater.
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%'hat About "Used" Suits?

Used suits are not a good buy un1ess you can be sure haw old they are and that
they are in the best possible condition. Old suits are not dependable due to the
normal deterioration of the neoprene fabric fram which they are manufactured.
Some companies only recommend a five year life for their neoprene!

Ho+ Can I Improve My Suit 

Experience and a lot of trial and error have produced several worthwhile
modifications to the original immersion suit, If your suit was not already
equipped with the following items by the manufacturer, cansider adding them
yourself.

1. Zipper Toggle. Attached by a short line to the zipper pull, a zipper togg1e
makes it much easier for you to find the zipper pull in the dark and to pull it
while wearing the bulky survival suit gloves. It can be easily fabricated from a
piece of 3/4-inch dowel or broam stick and attached by a short length of
parachute cord or halibut gangion.

2. PED Light. These simple lights usually cast less than $30. More expensive
strobe lights are available and are highly visible, even during the day. A PFD
light is a must for night location and rescue of survivors. Depending upon your
style of suit, a PFD light should be mounted on the breast pocket of the suit so
you will be visible to rescuers as you lie on your back in the water.

3. Signalling Devices. It is a good idea to add several flares or other signalling
devices to your survival suit. Most suits have a small breast pocket available for
such use, but flares and other items tend to fall out easily. It may be necessary
to devise an additional pouch or packet to prevent 1osing articles.

Life Rafts

Countless lives could be saved if fishing vessels of all sizes would carry life rafts
or floats adequate far the conditions in which they operate. The Commercial
Fishing Industry Vessel Safety Act of 1988 requires life rafts on most fishing
vessels. Contact your nearest Coast Guard unit to find out if your vesse1 is
included, and what implementation date has been established. A fisherman
should know what a life raft is, where to store it on the boat, how to use it, and
how to take care of it.
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What Is a Life Raft?

A life raft is more than a spare skiff or inflatable. It is an inflatable "boat"
designed not only to float in the worst conditions, but also to give you protection
from the cold and provide emergency supplies to help you stay alive until you
are rescued. A bfe raft should be capable of getting you through the roughest
seas you are likely to encounter, day or night, without power. Popular inflatable
skiffs are not a good alternative to a life raft because they are open to the
weather and do not necessarily contain emergency supplies.

Some companies manufacture small lightweight alternatives to life rafts, which
are useful for nearshore work as long as the passengers are wearing survival
suits. One example is the "rescue platform" manufactured by the Switlik
Parachute Company. Again, the small lightweight alternative rafts should be
used only by nearshore boats too small to hold conventional life rafts, and they
should always be used in conjunction with survival suits.

How Do I Choose a Life Raft?

The surest way of selecting a good life raft is to look for a Coast Guard approved
one. This assures that the raft has passed specific tests, is made from quality
materials, and will work for you if you have it serviced regularly. Be sure to
select one large enough for the number of people you are like1y to have on your
vessel.

If you are not required to have a Coast Guard approved raft, can't afford one, or
simply don't have the space for one, your job in selecting a life raft becomes
more difficu1t. In short, you have to decide which features of a Coast Guard
approved raft you must do without. The Coast Guard Navigation and Vessel
Inspection Circular  NVIC! Number 8-85 recommends the following items. You
should have all that you can afford or can carry:

Painter Line

Boarding Ladder

Survival Instructions

Paddies

Heaving Line

Safety Knife

Interior and Exterior Canopy Lights

Manual Inflation Pump



For Alaska waters it is also important that your raft have a canopy that can be
closed off to seal out weather and seal in body heat. Coast Guard approved rafts
have double canopies to provide insulation, as well as an inflatable f1oor to
provide a layer of insulating air between you and the water under the raft. Even
if you are wearing a survival suit or exposure suit, these features can become
important if you have to wait more than a few hours for rescue.

Where Do I Put a Li fe Ra ft on My Boat~

Life rafts are available either in rigid cannisters or in a "soft pack" or valise.
Life rafts packed in soft containers are easier to carry on small vessels than
cannister-packed life rafts, but soft-packed rafts have inherent problems. The
principal concern is the lack of a way to automatically launch or deploy the raft,
should your vessel sink suddenly. Another problem with soft-packed life rafts is
a tendency to stow them so well that they are dif5cult or impossible to get to
when they are really needed. In addition, soft-packed life rafts can be damaged
more easily than cannister-packed life rafts.

A life raft packed in a cannister is suitable for mounting outside the cabin on a
vessel, but there are disadvantages to outside mounting. In extreme icing
conditions the cannister can become so heavily encrusted that it won't launch
automatically. Also, the raft could be stolen in port, or if it is mounted in a poor
location it could be swept from the vessel in high seas, The raft could become
entangled in the rigging if it is launched automatically after your vessel sinks or
capsizes.

The Coast Guard publication NVIC 8-85 has excellent diagrams for mounting
life rafts either with a "float" free storage rack or a hydrostatic release.

Sea Anchor

Flashlight

Distress Signals

EPIRB

Signalling Mirror

Provisions
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Bailer

Repair Kit

Sponge

First Aid Kit

Emergency Drinking Water

Whistle
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The raft should be launched from the lee side  circle!. The cannister may hold as much as 100
feet of painter. Inflate the raP by pulling the pai nter out to its full length. Be sure you have the
pai nter firmly secured to the vessel before launching and inflating the raft.

Regardless of the system used on your vessel, be sure that you attach the
painter line of the life raft to your vessel when you mount the raft. This will
help assure that when the raft does come free, it will self inflate.

How Do I Use a Life Raft 

A cannister-packed life raft is designed to release itself from a sinking vessel,
and float to the surface and inflate itself as long as it has been properly mounted
and does not become fouled in the rigging. If at all possible, you should launch
the raft yourself.

To launch the raft, release the hydrostatic release. If it is necessary to move the
raft to a safer location in the lee of your vessel, be sure to disconnect the painter
line before moving the cannister. Make sure that the painter line is secure, toss
the raft overboard, then haul the painter back toward you. The painter on a
Coast Guard approved life raA, should be at least 100 feet long, so you may have
to pull a lot of line from the cannister until you come up tight against the end of
it. Once you reach the end and the painter comes up tight, give a sharp hard
pull on the painter to start the fiow of CO~ to inflate your raR.
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ln cold climates, pump up the floor as soon as possible for insulation.

If you are in the water and have to inflate the raft, pull the painter out as
described above. When you reach the end it will be almost impossible to start
the fiow of CO2 by simply jerking on the painter line. In this case, to start the
flow of CO2 simply put your knees up against the raft on either side of the
painter line to keep the raft from moving toward you when you pull on the
painter.

When the raR inflates, excess pressure valves will allow excess gas to escape for
some time, causing a normal hissing sound. Don't worry about it. Climb into the
raft and help everyone else inside. Close the doors to the raft to keep out the
wind and weather and help preserve body heat,

A Coast Guard approved life raft should have a survival pack. Open it and
survey the contents. Take the seasick pills to help preserve body fluids. Locate
the manual pump and inflate the floo of the raft to lift you up off the coM
water. Use the bailing bucket and the sponge to remove all water from the raft.
Locate all signalling devices and have them ready in case rescuers approach.

You should also make sure that everyone in the raft is fit and ready for a long
wait. Check each person for injuries, and while you are at it remove any sharp
objects that might damage your raft. If anyone is injured perform first aid. Keep
checking everyone for hypothermia, and work to prevent it at all times.

Hou Do 1 Take Care of a Life Raft

The two most important aspects of caring for a life raft are regular maintenance
and protection from damage. Maintenance is usuaHy accomplished at a "repack"
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or service station. Make sure your repack station is authorized and the people
trained by the manufacturer of your life raft, as well as inspected and approved
by the Coast Guard. Ask to see a service station's authorization letter from the
manufacturer of your raft before you let them work on your raft. Unauthorized
"pirate" service stations may seem 1ike a good deal, but too often they do the
work incorrectly, use inappropriate materials, or simply don't do the work they
charge you for. Don't bet your life on a pirate.

There is no requirement at this time that unlicensed vessels such as fishing
vessels have their life rafts inspected and serviced annually. However, there are
a lot of good reasons for having a raft repacked annually.

A life raft is packed with a number of perishable or "dated." materials on board.
Batteries for the flashlight and canopy lights have a limited life expectancy, as
do the batteries in an EPIRB. The flares used in life rafts are also dated, and.
should be replaced regularly to assure that they will work when needed. Glue in
the patch kit, emergency water supplies, and food rations all can deteriorate.

But most important, the raft itself can deteriorate due to factors such as heat
and age. The CO2 bottle could have a slow leak, the trigger could develop
problems, the glue on the seams can start to give way, and there could be a
small undetected flaw in the fabric which would get worse with time. It is
important that these types of flaws be looked for at a repack station, and that
the raft be inflated and held overnight as a part of the inspection.

An important part of servicing cannister-packed life rafts is inspection and
testing of the hydrostatic release mechanism, Be sure that you include the
hydrostatic release when you send your raft for service.

It is also a good idea to have your crew look over the life raft and its contents
every time you have it serviced. Everyone can do a better job of staying alive in
an emergency if they have some idea of what is inside that big fiberglass
cannister.

If regularly and properly maintained, the service life of a raft is approximately
ten years. Life expectancy of the res can vary dramatically, depending on the
climate and quality of care a raft is given.
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Summary

Purchasing emergency equipment for your fishing vessel is not enough. You and
everyone on your vessel have to maintain it properly and knaw how to use it.

Emergency communication means more than a mayday. You should have a
radio on an independent power source that will work in an emergency. Yau
should let sameone know when yau are in trouble even if the situation is nat out
of control. And you should make sure everyone on board knows how to use the
radio and how to send a mayday.

Fire extinguishers are a critical part of any fishing vessel. They should be
properly placed and mounted an your vessel, and everyone on board should
know how to use them.

Life raRs should be suitable for use in Alaska and should be maintained
annually by a service station authorized by the manufacturer of your raft. Make
sure your raft is mounted securely in a sheltered location, but also that it can
come free if your vessel sinks too quickly to launch it manually.

Your EPIRB is a critical link between you and rescuers in an emergency. If the
accident happens too quickly to send a mayday, an EPIRB is the only way to let
someone know you are in trouble and where you are. It sends out a radio signal
that can be picked up by airplanes or satellites.

Immersion suits or survival suits are designed to put on over your clothing
when you have to go into the water. They keep you dry and pravide vital
insulation against the cold. They should be equipped with an inflatable bladder
or flotation ring for extra buoyancy. Every person on board should have one and
know how to use it.

All emergency equipment must be maintained to ensure it will be useful when
you need it most. Consult the manufacturer for proper maintenance schedules
and techniques.

Training ensures that emergency equipment will save yaur life. The time to
learn how to use the equipment is before an accident, nat while you are reading
the instructions in the weak beam of a flashlight as your vessel sinks from
under you,
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Training
'I

Why Should I Be Trained uith Emergency Equipment?

Where Do I Get Training?

The best training is provided by an instructor, whether in a classroom, on your
boat, or in. a workshop, A good instructor can make it very easy to learn. The
instructor will not only tell you about a procedure, but will also demonstrate it,
show a film or video about it, and probably let you practice it yourself.

Training is available in the form of warkshops, short courses, and formal
training courses. For information on the types of training available and how to
find it in your area contact the following:

Alaska Marine Safety Education Association  AMSEA!
Bax 2532

207 Mailer Dr., Rm. 113
Sitka, AK 99835  907! 747-3287

Sea Grant Marine Advisory Program
University of Alaska
2221 E. Northern Lights Blvd., Suite 110
Anchorage, AK 99508-4140  907} 274-9691

Alaska Vocational Technical Center  AVTEC!
809 Second Ave.
Seward, AK 99665  907! 224-3322

North Pacific Fishing Vessel Owners' Association
1800 W. Emerson, Suite 101
Fishermen's Terminal
Seattle, WA 98119 �06! 283-0861

Over the years a lat of people have used emergency equipment to try ta save
their lives. Some were successful and same were not. Unfortunately some of the
same mistakes are made over and over. The best time to pr ofit from the
experience of survivors is during training. If yau were to need help from others
on your boat during an accident, wouldn't you feel better if they were trained?
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Quiz Yourse1f

It is okay if only one person on board knows how to send a
mayday.

1.TF

2, T F Used immersion suits or survival suits are probably not a good
buy.

3. T F Fire extinguishers don't need any maintenance,

Directions; Fill in the blanks below with the correct word or words, based upon
the materials covered in this workbook. You may refer back to the workbook
sections.

4. The newest type of EPIRB, called a, broadcasts a signal on a
dedicated 406.0 IVlhz frequency which is monitored by satellites from several
countries.

5. Life raft service stations shou1d show you an
xnanufacturer before you let them service your raft.

from your

6. Immersion suits are important to protect you from
go into the water.

if you have to

7, A fire extinguisher marked with AB is suitable for
fires.

and

6re.8. Never use water to try and put out a

9. To protect yourself from heat loss through the bottom of a life raR, you
should

10, When you have your life raft repacked or serviced, you should also have
your serviced.

11, Among the things inside a life raft that can become too old or "dated" are
 name two! and

Directions: Based on the material covered in this workbook, circle "T" if the
statement is true; circle "F" if the statement is false. You may refer back to the
workbook sections if necessary.
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12. If you are in the water and your life raft has not inflated, you should

13. The two most common active agents for "fixed" fire fighting systems are
and

14. After discharging a fixed CO2 system you should never

15. Itis a goodidea to put a on the zipper pull of your immersion
suit if the manufacturer did not already provide one.

Quiz Answers

1. FALSE Everyone should know how to send a mayday. If everyone were
busy trying to save the boat, the person closest to the radio would be able to
send the mayday.

2. TRUE You have little control or knowledge about the age or past history
of a used immersion suit. There are a lot of very old suits in circulation at this
time, and none of the old suits are as dependable as a new one.

3. FALSE Like any other piece of equipment, flre extinguishers need regular
maintenance.

4. The newest type of EPIRB, a Q+~>ry 1 broadcasts a signal on a dedicated
406.0 Mhz frequency which is monitored by satellites from several countries.

I.NI Nt ttt I ddt
manufacturer before you let them service your raft.

6. I I 't I t t f ~ll f 6
to go into the water.

7. Afire extinguishermarked with ABis suitable for r w od and fiber
6~6

6. ~ dpt t ~611 ' f

9. To protect yourself from heat loss through the bottom of a life raft, you
should ' h infl l fl r.
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10. When you have your life raft repacked or serviced, you should also have
your h dro i r l serviced.

11. Among the things inside a life raft that can become too old or "dated" are
 name two! otechnic devices batteries atchin cement rations emer enc
~~ r.

12. If you are in the water and your life raft has not inflated, you should gu11
the ainter line out until it sto s then lace our knees a ainst the life raft

'n r h ull.

13. The two most common active agents for ' fixed" fire fighting systems are
d tt' l

.Ad. Al h ' tl*dCO t hhd
aceto if h fir i

t.l t did p ~t th*l C f
suit if the manufacturer did not provide one.

For More Information

Fisheries Safety and Survival Series. Sea Survival  A-2-030!, Hypothermia  A-2-
031!, Cold Water Near-Drowning  A-2-032!, Shore Survival  A-2-033!,
Facilitator's Notebook  A-2-034!, and Frostbite and Other Cold Injuries
 SG-ED-07!. Available from the Marine Advisory Program, University of
Alaska, Carlton Trust Building, 2221 E. Northern Lights Blvd., Suite
110, Anchorage, AK 99508-4140,  907! 272-9691.

Marine Safety Update.  A newsletter.! Alaska Marine Safety Education
Association, Box 2592, 207 Moiler Dr., Rm, 113, Sitka, AK 99835,
 907! 747-3287.

Navigation and Vessel Inspection Circular  NVIC! No. 8-85. 1985. U.S. Coast
Guard  G-MTH!, Washington, D.C. 20593, �02! 267-2967.

Navigation and Vessel Inspection Circular  NVIC! No. 5-86. 1986. U.S. Coast
Guard  G-MTH!, Washington, D,C, 20593, {202! 267-2967.
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Safety Notes for the North Pacific Fisherman. Marine Advisory Bulletin No, 3
 revision available late 1990!, Alaskh Sea Grant College Program,
University of Alaska Fairbanks, 138 Irving II, Fairbanks, AK 99775-
5040,  907! 474-7086.

Vessel Safety Manual. 1986. North Pacific Fishing Vessel Owners' Association,
1800 W. Emerson, Suite 101, Fishermen's Terminal, Seattle, WA 98119,
�06! 285-3383.

Videotapes � Marine Survival Series, Hypothermia  MAPV-1!, Cold Water
Near-Drowning  MAPV-2!, Sea Survival  MAPV-3!, Shore Survival
 MAPV-4!, Marine Survival Equipment and Maintenance  MAPV-11!,
and Frostbite and Other Cold. Injuries  MAPV-17!. Available from the
Marine Advisory Program, University of Alaska, Carlton Trust Building,
2221 E. Northern Lights Blvd., Suite 110, Anchorage, AK 99508-4140,
 907! 272-9691.
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